Suffolk Goes Latin While Crimson Burns

Quirk, Walsh, Perchard Elected Class Presidents

The undergraduate body went to the polls on May 5 and elected class officers for 1961-62.

Elected to the presidencies of their respective classes were Senior Bruce T. Quirk, of Moshann Road, Sudbury, who this year served as president of Student Government, Junior William Walsh, 121 Hillside St., Roxbury, a representative in Student Government this year, and James Perchard, of 21 Shipan Road, Chelsea.

The senior class also elected John F. Hennessy of Cambridge, vice-president; Margaret Donovan of Dedham, secretary; and Anthony Dileo of Boston, treasurer.

William McCarthy of Roslindale, Patricia McGovern of Lawrence, and Walter O’Riordan of Littleton were sent to student government posts.

In the junior class Richard Pizzano of Roslindale was elected vice-president; Anne Marie Friel of Jamaica Plain was elected secretary; and Eugene Rumpel of Boston was elected treasurer. Student government seats went to Frederick Hodgman of Boston, Patricia M. Foster of Weymouth, and Jane Matheson of West Newbury.

In the sophomore class where traditionally low averages and freshman-year “jitters” tend to keep many names off the ballot, Gerald Binder of Dorchester won a bid for vice-president; Peter Bottai of Lexington became treasurer; and Jerome Crowley, Jr. of Boston took the post of secretary.

Louise Moun of West Roxbury, Charles Vaillancourt of Pawtucket, and Robert Canavan of Hull survived to win seats on Student Government.

JOSEPH SULLIVAN IS NAMED TRUSTEE

The appointment of Joseph E. Sullivan of Lowell, treasurer of Sullivan Brothers, Lowell printing firm, as a trustee of Suffolk University, was announced by George R. Rowell, chairman of the trustees.

Mr. Sullivan, a prominent business leader and Catholic layman, is also a member of the advisory council to the Suffolk University College of Business Administration.

He holds a honorary LL.D. degree from Boston College, and has been similarly cited by St. Anselm’s College in New Hampshire, College of the Holy Cross, and Fairfield University.

English Prof. Pen New American Lit. Outline Series

A full summer’s work by Dr. Stanley M. Vogel and Dr. Ella M. Murphy of the Suffolk English department has resulted in the publication of a new outline series in the field of American Literature.

The two volume set, published by Student Outlines Company, has resulted in the publication of a new outline series in the field of American Literature.
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Debaters Defeat Rutgers at B.U.

The Suffolk University Debating Society defeated Rutgers University of New Jersey in a debate held Saturday, April 22 at Boston University.

Representing Suffolk were Virginia Donovan, Bill Smith, Leo McCabe, and Dennis Clooney. Smith, of Medford, placed second in the tournament.

20 S. U. Law Graduates Admitted To Practice

Twenty graduates of Suffolk University Law School were recently recommended for admission to practice law in the Commonwealth by the Massachusetts Board of Bar Examiners as the result of an examination given in December, 1960.

They are: George H. Blaisdell, Pittsfield; Richard F. Bowser, Belmont; Joseph W. Conway, Framingham; John W. Cox, Roxbury; Edward G. Daher, Boston; Gerard P. Doerry, Charlestown; Neil R. Donahue, Medford; Richard J. Durrell, Marlborough; William F. Neale, Jr., Worcester, and Basil Giannakakis, Boston.

(Continued on Page 4)
Pharmacist, Legislator Among Twenty New Attorneys

A graduate of Boston English High in the top 10% of his class, he was also a high ranking gradu­gate of the New England College of Pharmacy, where he was on the dean's list, served as a laboratory assistant in physiology, and was president of the chapter of the American Pharmaceutical Assn.

He is also a graduate of Boston University Graduate School of Education. He has taught at the Massachusetts Hospital School in Canton since earning his M.Ed. degree in 1960 and is present president of the Mass. State Institute Teachers Assn. and is a member of the National Education Assn., Norfolk Teachers Assn., and the Mass. state Employees Assn. As an attorney he plans to specialize in the medical-legal field.

State Rep. Gerard F. Duby of Charlestown is a Democrat from the 2d Suffolk District and considered an expert on the Soviet Union. Fluent in Russian and a former student of the Harvard Russian University Russian Area Program, he is a popular lecturer on Russian affairs — his favorite theme being the need for the U.S. to be alert.

Ex-Doby, who was afflicted with tuberculosis and has given much time to the battle of the tuberculosis associations, is a graduate of Harvard and earned his law degree here last June, and he took the bar examination for the first time in December.

Airman Joseph Conway of Framingham won an Air Medal and five Oak Leaf Clusters while a radio operator and gunner with the 8th Air Force in World War II. The father of three is a graduate of Harvard, Suffolk Law and the Bentley School of Accounting and Finance.

A graduate of St. Michael's College, Woosuko Park, Vt., where he served as treasurer of the Class of 1951 and earned his law degree here last June through evening study.

An Army veteran, he is the father of three, Dianne Marie, 5; Patricia Ann, 2, and a son, born April 9.

While in the law school he was employed as a claims adjuster with the Lumberman's Co. and has more recently been employed in a similar capacity with the American Insurance Group.

He was married to the former Barbara A. Sullivan of Medford, Driscoll plans to enter the practice of law with the Cambridge firm of Suffolk Law School graduates: Paul Hol­lie, Russell Mahoney, and new Driscoll.

Dennis Glynn is the son of former representative and Mrs. Dennis P. Glynn of Hyannis and Roxbury, and has two children: Gail Marie, 3½, and Dennis P. Jr., 1 year old.

A veteran of the Korean conflict, Glynn earned an A.B. with a major in mathematics at a Boston College is a 1952 graduate of the U.S. Army Intelligence School in Quantico since earning his M.Ed. degree at Suffolk University Law School last June. He has recently been serving as a part-time teacher in the Massachusetts Superior Court, Criminal, at Suffolk County Court House, and is former assistant to the Mass. Speaker of the House of Representatives at the State House. He is a member of the American Legion and the Knights of Columbus.

Mrs. Nancy (Hughes) Hannan is also a graduate of Emmanuel College and the wife of Boston Herald City Hall reporter Robert Hannan. The former school teacher attended the law school nights while teaching at the Pierce Ele­ments School in Maldon. She is one of six brothers and sisters who became teachers. She plans to set up her own practice in Hyde Park.

He has served as Master at Cambridge Academy and for 3½ years taught in the Cambridge public schools. A member of East Cambridge Post, Veterans of Foreign Wars, he served on the U.S. S. Green with the U.S. Navy attached to the Seventh Fleet Amphibious Forces in the South Pacific Theater of action during World War II.

Kearns Sears is the son of the late Attorney Honore J. H. Sears, and Mrs. Sears of the Prides Crossing section of Beverly, and is a grandnephew of the late Group B, judge of Salem District Court.

He is a graduate of Bridgton Academy, Boston College, and earned his L.L.B. at Suffolk Law School last June. Married to the former Joan Norwood of Salem, the new attorney is the father of five: Sarah June, 11; Peter G., 10; Kim E., 7; Jill F., 4, and Kenneth Sears, Jr., 4 months.

Nel Driscoll is a graduate of St. Michael's College, Woosuko Park, Vt., where he served as treasurer of the Class of 1951, and earned his law degree here last June through evening study.

An Army veteran, he is the father of three, Dianne Marie, 3½; Patricia Ann, 2, and a son, born April 9.

While in the law school he was employed as a claims adjuster with the Lumberman's Co. and has more recently been employed in a similar capacity with the American Insurance Group.

He was married to the former Barbara A. Sullivan of Medford, Driscoll plans to enter the practice of law with the Cambridge firm of Suffolk Law School graduates: Paul Hol­lie, Russell Mahoney, and new Driscoll.

Dennis Glynn is the son of former representative and Mrs. Dennis P. Glynn of Hyannis and Roxbury, and has two children: Gail Marie, 3½, and Dennis P. Jr., 1 year old.

A veteran of the Korean conflict, Glynn earned an A.B. with a major in mathematics at a Boston College is a 1952 graduate of the U.S. Army Intelligence School in Quantico since earning his M.Ed. degree at Suffolk University Law School last June. He has recently been serving as a part-time teacher in the Massachusetts Superior Court, Criminal, at Suffolk County Court House, and is former assistant to the Mass. Speaker of the House of Representatives at the State House. He is a member of the American Legion and the Knights of Columbus.

Mrs. Nancy (Hughes) Hannan is also a graduate of Emmanuel College and the wife of Boston Herald City Hall reporter Robert Hannan. The former school teacher attended the law school nights while teaching at the Pierce Ele­ments School in Maldon. She is one of six brothers and sisters who became teachers. She plans to set up her own practice in Hyde Park.

He has served as Master at Cambridge Academy and for 3½ years taught in the Cambridge public schools. A member of East Cambridge Post, Veterans of Foreign Wars, he served on the U.S. S. Green with the U.S. Navy attached to the Seventh Fleet Amphibious Forces in the South Pacific Theater of action during World War II.

Kearns Sears is the son of the late Attorney Honore J. H. Sears, and Mrs. Sears of the Prides Crossing section of Beverly, and is a grandnephew of the late Group B, judge of Salem District Court.

He is a graduate of Bridgton Academy, Boston College, and earned his L.L.B. at Suffolk Law School last June. Married to the former Joan Norwood of Salem, the new attorney is the father of five: Sarah June, 11; Peter G., 10; Kim E., 7; Jill F., 4, and Kenneth Sears, Jr., 4 months.

He has recently been employed with the Zurich insurance Co. in Boston, is a World War II Army veteran, and a member of Beverly Farms Council, Knights of Columbus and Beverly Farms Post. Married in 1952, Richard Walsh’s also an Army veteran.

He was sworn in as new attorney on April 28 — all except Basil Giannakakis, that is, due to the fact that he is a second time candidate for admission to the Massachusetts Bar.

The group of new Suf­folks barristers was tended a reception in their honor on "swearing-in" day by the Suffolk Law School Alumni Assn. of the Beverly Heights Park. Alumini Pres. William H. Henley ’21, MacDonough, one of the Fourth Dis­trict Court of Eastern Middlesex at Woburn, was the host.

Other head table guests were S. U. Trustees Eugene A. Hadley and John F. Donahue, both justices of the Massachusetts Superior Court; Daniel J. Gillen Jr., associate justice of the High Court of the City of Boston; and Francis J. Morrison, a justice of the Supreme Judicial Court. Also present was F. V. Smith, ’37, past president of the Suffolk Law School Assn., and William O. Parker House. Alumini Pres. William H. Henley ’21, MacDonough, one of the Fourth Dis­trict Court of Eastern Middlesex at Woburn, was the host.
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GUIDANCE DEPARTMENT AN AID TO UNIVERSITY; TO STUDENTS

BY WILLIAM P. POLERI

What kind of work am I best suited for? What courses should I take to prepare for my future work? How can I learn to study more effectively? How can I get along well with other students?

These questions are a sample of the many vocational, educational, academic and emotional problems that students are faced with in college. To help the students at Suffolk University to understand and solve their problems is the objective of the Guidance Department under the direction of Leo Lieberman, Ed.D.

One of the chief purposes of the department is "To improve the quality of the Suffolk student in order to prevent dropouts, and to increase their grade chances." Dr. Lieberman added, "In accomplishing this, we also increase the chances of the students entering graduate school."

Other objectives of the department are: to help the students to clarify vocational and educational objectives; to foster the mental and emotional health of the students; to evaluate the effectiveness of psychological techniques, tests and remedial programs employed by the university; to inform the university staff of the needs and potentialities of the students; and to convey to the public an image of Suffolk University as one that gives the working boy and girl a chance for a higher education.

One of the chief handicaps that most college students have is poor reading ability.

To help the students to overcome this handicap the Guidance Department has set up classes in remedial reading. To show the effectiveness of this program a study has been made on two groups of probationary students. One group was given a remedial reading course and the other group was not. The result was that of those who took the remedial reading 27 percent more attained satisfactory academic standing than those who did not take the course.

It is now compulsory for every incoming student to be tested by the Guidance Department and on recommendation of the department it is determined if the student should take a course in remedial reading before admission. By overcoming this handicap before entering school, doubtful students are often admitted and given a chance to gain a college education. Many of the students' handicaps are due to emotional problems.

With the aid of tests and interviews the Guidance Department counseling psychologists are able to diagnose the particular emotional problem. After the problems are discovered the students are referred to many of a number of community resources such as, clinics, psychiatrists, psychologists and especially the Family Service Association.

Not all students that seek advice from the Guidance Department are probationary students.

"Many students voluntarily come in," Dr. Lieberman said. "Some of the brightest students come in in order to get the most out of their potential."

Suffolk Journal

Dr. Lieberman

Concerts Next Year for Jazz Society

Lectures, movies, recordings, and name jazz men are the words from Al Stern, present chairman of the Suffolk Jazz Society, relating to the Society's plans for next year.

Plans are being made now for a more highly-organized jazz society here at Suffolk for next year. Stern is a member of about ten to twelve jazz clubs—world-wide, state, and local—and recognizing the need for a jazz club on the collegiate level he has been working with prominent figures in the circle of jazz on the local scene.

Stern has noticed that in other colleges he has visited on his lecture tours there is a sizeable interest in the music. He hopes that he can create a similar interest at Suffolk.

Remembering the method of procedure used by George Wein in his teenage nightclub, Stern hopes that he can apply this same method to the Suffolk Jazz Society in conjunction with his non-alcoholic nightclub.

Stern is also interested in an exchange student program where presidents of jazz clubs in other colleges can come to Suffolk and in the process learn new methods and information concerning the functions of the club.

The exchange student program is designed to culminate in two productions of jazz concerts. These concerts will be held in cooperation with other local jazz clubs and name jazz men will participate.

Salem refreshes your taste—"air-softens" every puff

Take a puff... it's Springtime! Just as springtime reawakens you to the beauty and soft greenness all around... so every Salem reawakens and softly refreshes your taste. Salem, with all its rich tobacco taste, is a gentle, easy-going smoke. Special High Porosity paper "air-softens" every puff, so that more than ever, Salem gives you the freshness of springtime. Smoke refreshed...smoke Salem!
OUTSIDE S. U.

BY DICK JONES

invitations have already been sent out to members of the classes of 1951 and 1956 because of the emphasis this year on a service news it seems more like
your're not hungry, but feel like dancing or
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TRUSTEES ACCEPT ACTIVITIES FEE

The limited class activities fee, which was approved by the Student body at an all-college meeting in March, was accepted by the trustees of the University at their most recent meeting, and will go into effect for the fall semester of 1961. The fee will consist of five dollars per year, to be collect-
in proportion to their enroll-
tion of the senior yearbook.

The proposal had been made to the trustees at the last year's meeting but had been rejected on the grounds that there was no evidence that the student body actually desired it.

Money collected will be used, upon the advice of a faculty adviser, to conduct normal class activities and to defray the cost of the publica-

THE LATTER is described as an analysis of the nature of public opinion and its role in government and other societies. To be exam-

Phi Beta Chi Elects Officers

Phi Beta Chi, Suffolk's national honor fraternity for the sciences, has elected seven new members to its ranks. Among the two faculty members and five undergraduate students selected as Phi Beta Chi members this year are Dr. Richard Mirsky, chairman of the Chemistry Department, Dr. Robert Schwartz, assistant professor of physics, Dr. Dave Bringer, Dr. Richard Sheehan, and Dr. Charles Wilson, all of whom attained a scholastic average of an A in at least 50% of their work in their major fields. The new members of Phi Beta Chi are: Arthur A. Joyce, a senior in the College of Liberal Arts; Michael P. Pappas, a junior in the College of Business Administration; and James M. McManus, a junior in the College of Science.
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P. Donahue is sailing on a ship in the Canal Zone. Connie Macarelli was named to the Somerville School Board, and John A. Doyle was appointed as chairman of the Waltham Board of Education. Russell T. Traunstein was named to the Suffolk Board of Education. Alphonse T. Dorey was appointed as chairman of the Waltham Board of Appeals. He is a founder of the Greater Lowell United Fund, and was the first mayor in 56 years to be awarded a document of affiliation with the Order of Friars Minor by the Episcopal Order of the Immaculate Conception Province.
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B.C. HIGH IS TOPS IN SPEECH CONTEST

Boston College High School captured the rotating plaque from Gate of Heaven High School, its South Boston neighbor, as the highest scoring school in the 13th Suffolk University Speech Contest for parochial high school students.

B.C.'s winning contestants were Donald Mugnai, for oratory, a junior of Arlington, and Joseph McLaughlin, for extemporaneous speaking, a senior of Brighton. Other winners of four-year scholarships to Suffolk valued at $200 each are: Edward Geneeste, a Swamscott senior at St. Mary's Boys, Lynn, for dramatic reading; and Barbara St. Pierre of Jamaica Plain, Holy Cross Academy in Brookline, for humorou interpretarion.

Medal winners were, respectively in the four categories from gold to bronze: John Griffin, Winchester senior at Mqignon High School, Cambridge, Donna Cianelli, Somerville High senior, and Cathleen Butler, Quincy junior at Cathedraal High in Boston's South End, for Oratory.

GIRLS' LOUNGE GOSSIP

"The Suffolk girls of today, what will the future bring them? Well we'll see..."

Jenny Matthoes will be Queen Mother of England.

Alber Mason will have her own "pad" in the village and will read "The Deviate" every night to her disciples.

Sophia Harem will be dancing at the "Bavarian-something-or-other."

Martha Gerroir will own her own hair spray company, and Charlotte Stavel will own a ribbon factory.

Anne Marie Fitzpatrick will be throwing mixed parties.

Tami Elkins will have painted an altar on the purple wall in the lounge. (That's right the purple wall.)

Pamela Calhoun will be married to an inmate at the prison where she'll be working, and have nine children.

Joan Naz will be a famed economics lecturer.

Jaine Carle will be wearing white skirts.

The Price twins will be feeding.

Sylvia Kateses will be trying to sell a moth-eaten purple robe and a rusty crown.

Virginia Donavan will be the author of a very provocative novel entitled "Forics" on Boston.

And then of course, there will be that notorious law firm of McGovern, Matheson, Mason and Calhoun.

PATRONIZE JOURNAL ADVERTISERS

White Rose Coffee Shop
160 Cambridge St.
Hours 6 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Home cooking - fast service

Beacon Hill Kitchen
Luncheons and Dinners
"Just a step from the University"
23 Joy St.
Tel. LE 3-1938

Beacon Chambers
Barber Shop
21 Myrtle St.
NEED A HAIRCUT BETWEEN CLASSES? (See 2227)
Another Social Problem Solved
A Profound Discussion by Alan Chapman

I don’t think it necessary to go into a physical description of what we term a “beatnik” or a pretender to non-conformity. I shall use the term “beatnik” in reference to the sincere follower of individualism. I shall use the term “bohemian” for him. Clarity is my only reason for this distinction.

There have been many theories pertaining to the “beat generation”, mostly based on the idea of rebellion. I don’t claim to have the answer, but at least it’s a new theory.

The crux of this theory is social adjustability. That is, the degree of ease and efficiency with which a person can adjust to the many roles and stratifications of society. Mental and physical processes affected by an individual.

The bohemian has the ability to adjust his social patterns according to the situation in which he finds himself. He can fit comfortably into any social group. Of course, he may not want to associate with certain groups or people, but he’s most likely to avoid them, or if he does, he knows why. He’s just well adjusted to them for the duration of his association. He is socially versatile.

The beatnik, on the other hand, expects all situations and conditions to adjust to him. He is immature in the ways of society. He is more of an aristocrat than the admitted conformist (wherever that is). He has one strict code which he follows in all situations. He conforms to one set of social norms, which he considers the only proper set.

I would like to point out that the beatnik and bohemian discussed here appear opposite extremes of a continuum. Most non-conformists don’t fall into either extreme, but rather fall somewhere along the continuum.

CONDA’S RESTAURANT
30 DERN ST., BOSTON

FIRST CLASS FOOD — SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANT
SODA FOUNTAIN SERVICE
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Dr. Archon Heads Advertising Parley

Dr. Don J. Archon, associate professor in Government and Economics, recently served as chairman of a conference of the American Academy of Advertising held at Harvard Business School.

Dr. Archon is dean of the of the City University of New York, president of the Advertising Public Relations and Public Opinion Group.

Many major New England educational institutions were represented at the parley. Participants included Professors V. M. Marshall of Harvard; Washburn of Boston University; Coons of the University of the District of Columbia; and Hiram D. Bemis of the American Society of Corporate Foundation.

Dr. Archon

Boston University: Coons of the University of the District of Columbia; and Hiram D. Bemis of the American Society of Corporate Foundation, a member of the executive committee of the Fibre Conservation Corp., and of the National Paperboard Association.

Mr. McKenzie, whose company is currently approximately 207th in Fortune Magazine’s list of the 500 largest industrial firms, is also a director of The Flintkote Co. and at many other firms including Boston’s Fidelity Management Group of Mutual Funds, which include Fidelity Fund, Putnam Fund, Fidelity Capital Fund, and the Congress Street Fund.

Born in Maine, he is a 1932 graduate of Suffolk Law School and was admitted to the Maine Bar at the age of 21. He started his career with Flintkote as an office boy and served for many years as its secretary and house counsel.

Mass, N.Y. Executives Join C.B.A.’s Advisers

Two prominent business leaders were recently appointed members of the advisory council to the Suffolk University College of Business Administration, Dr. Dennis C. Halsey, president announced.

They are Carl A. Wilkins, president of Bird & Son, Inc. of East Walpole, and George R. McKenzie, executive vice-president of The Flintkote Company, Inc. of New York.

Mr. Wilkins was born in Salem and was graduated from Beverly High School and the University of Maine. He joined Bird & Son in 1923 and became its president in 1960.

He is a director of Bird & Son, Inc.; Bird Machine Co.; Berry Refining Co.; George W. Dinsmore Co., and W. J. Hill, Inc.

Mr. McKenzie is also president of the George W. Dimson Co., which is a subsidiary of Bird & Son. He is treasurer of the University of Maine Pulp & Paper Foundation, a member of the executive committee of the Fibre Conservation Corp., and of the National Paperboard Association.

Mr. McKenzie is a 1932 graduate of Suffolk Law School and was admitted to the Maine Bar at the age of 21. He started his career with Flintkote as an office boy and served for many years as its secretary and house counsel.

Suffolk Players To Sponsor Image Theatre May 18-27

On May 18 through 27, the Suffolk University Players will sponsor the initial productions of the Image Theatre, a new professional group dedicated to excellence in theater, at the Suffolk Auditorium.

The program will consist of three new dramas written by three new playwrights, and will be staged by Paul Austin, who directed The Lady’s Not For Burning on May 5 and 6, and by George Quenzel. The plays are The Rehearsal by Ralph Rice, The Devil’s Dictionary by Paul Austin, and The Mark of Truth by Stephen Langley.

Peter D. Maclean, adviser to the Suffolk Players, feels that the quality of the Image productions will help to stimulate the Suffolk student an interest in the theater.

“The players have, for the past six years, been struggling to establish a limited but challenging theater; an arena for the university; a program that would benefit the student who participates by giving him direct contact with the staging of live drama,” he said.

“But we have seen as more important an attempt to bring to the non-participating student the benefits of fine production, so that he or she would be faced with the problem of the future.”

The Suffolk Players, which are both social and literary, will debut a program of plays that the student can bring directly to the classroom. Whereas Seven Year Itch, My Three Angels, Hello Dolly, and Annie, all past productions of the Suffolk Players, exemplify the type of the theater now prevailing on the professional scene.

“Those who have struggled to establish a challenging theater program at the university, it very truly has been a struggle because although they have presented good productions, the Players have been unable to make their fellow students respond with large attend-
JOSEPH DALY ELECTED
DELTA PSI PRESIDENT

Joseph Daly of Dorchester has been elected president of Suffolk's Delta Psi Chapter, International Fraternity of Delta Sigma Pi, professional business administration group, Prof. Harold Stone, faculty advisor, announced.

Other officers elected to head the fraternity for the 1963-64 academic year, in addition to the Dorchester junior, are: Hugh Walsh of Medford, also a junior, senior vice-president; Sophomore Cunstantin "Dono" Gormakos of Haverhill, junior vice-president.

Also junior Paul Dresser of West Roxbury, treasurer; Sophomore Eugene Rumpel of Boston, chancellor; junior Edmund Welton of Revere, secretary, and senior Joseph Boyle of Scituate, historian.

Vice-president Giannakas was also recently elected president of the Suffolk University Chapter of "SAMI," the Society for the Advancement of Management.

DON'T LAUGH

By WARREN HERDEN

The newspapers and magazines have been full lately, with stories concerning the activities of and statements about the John Birch Society. Since this organization shows every promise of attracting the reactionary minds of the nation, of forming the backbone of the New Right, we feel that it is the duty of profit to present a guide to this organization. This guide is to be a simple definition of terms.


United States Senate: Communist front organization. House of Representatives: see above. Senate: see above.

House UnAmerican Activities Committee: see below.

White Citizens Council: see below.

Ku Klux Klan: Defenders of Democracy.

Supreme Court: Nine supremes.

Harvard University: The Crimson Stain.

John Birch Society: Renun.

State government of Massachusetts: Preservation of Fine Old Southern Ways.

Chemistry Dept.

gets equipment

for Petro Testing

John Norton, '53 Quincy, treasurer of the General Alumni Assoc. of Suffolk University, recently presented the department of Chemistry with a quantity of petroleum testing apparatus in honor of his group.

Presentation was made to Dr. Richard H. Mach, head of the department here, Norton, associated with the Commonwealth's Division of the Necessities of Life as an investigator, also extended an invitation to the chemistry department to tour the state's facilities for petroleum testing so that they may better familiarize themselves with existing processes in the field.

The gift will enable the chemistry department to undertake many of the standard tests of petroleum and allied products.

Best Wishes to

the Senior Class

FRATERNAL BROTHERS—Welcome into Suffolk Delta Psi Chapter, International Fraternity of Delta Sigma Pi, attending professional business administration group, are business department faculty members William F. DeGiacomo, second left, and John G. Shattuck, second right. They are greeted by Prof. Harold M. Nunez, faculty advisor, and Raymond Debruyn, president of the chapter, far left and right respectively.
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FRATERNAL BROTHERS: Welcomed into Suffolk Delta Psi Chapter, International Fraternity of Delta Sigma Pi, attending professional business administration group, are business department faculty members William F. DeGiacomo, second left, and John G. Shattuck, second right. They are greeted by Prof. Harold M. Nunez, faculty advisor, and Raymond Debruyn, president of the chapter, far left and right respectively.

POLITICAL SCIENCE CLUB FINISHES WITH HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL YEAR

By ALBERTA MASON

Thomas Hoybert, chairman of the Political Science Club, claims that the success of the club is due to "the caliber of its members."

"Our members are directly concerned and vitally interested in those things that pertain to the subject of political science."

The P. S. C. is one of the few well-functioning clubs in the school.

In the line of field trips, the members have made several trips to the Harvard Law Forum where they have heard and partaken in the discussions such as: Hypocrisy, by Dr. Orne of Harvard; A Separate Fire State for Negroes in America, by Mr. X, leader of the Black Muslims; and The Future of Democracy in Africa by the Ambassador from Ghana.

The club is planning to hear the forthcoming lectures of former President Truman and another by Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt.

Among the films that the club has sponsored this year were: The Continental, Face of Red China, Communism Brainwashing, Operation Abolition, and Nightmare in Red.

The club has also brought some prominent speakers to the school.

SCIENTIFIC WORKS OF ALUMNI PUBLISHED


Similarly, the article "A High of Fisheries" served as a student assistant in the biology department of a recent issue of "The American Biology Teacher."

Wise, now with the United Nations at Sao Paulo, Brazil, and formerly with the U.S. Division of Fisheries, served as a student assistant in the biology department while studying here. An honors graduate, he majored in biology and minored in psychology. He traced his master's degree at the University of New Hampshire.

Shattuck majored in education and minored in biology. He did his graduate work at the University of Rhode Island,

For reservations call Billie at

the

CHINA PEARL RESTAURANT

Large parties welcome

DINE AND DANCE

Orders put up to take out

9 Tyler Street

HA 6-4338

Boston
Librarian’s Top Ten

The following are Mr. Richard Sullivan’s “Top Ten” Books for this month:

1. Excellence: John W. Gardner. Can we be equal and excellent too.
6. Project for America, Rockefeller Foundation: Systems and opportunities, in foreign policy, military preparedness, in education, and in social and economic affairs.
8. The Impact of Collective Bargaining on Management: Sumner Slavens et al. Timely articles by numerous authorities in labor-management relations.
9. Science and Government, C. P. Snow. How can we make use of scientists in government with the greatest effect and the least risk?

Sid Bernstein and John Drew

Present

MUSIC AT NEWPORT

JUNE 30, JULY 1-2-3

Some of the artists who will appear during the 4 day weekend:

Louis Armstrong 
Moss Henderson 
Lambert Hendricks & Ross 
Dizzy Gillespie 
Cannon Mc万分 
James P. Lewis 
Stu Gee 
Losano Hampton 
Cal Tjader 
Curtis Porter 
Art Blakey 
Chuck Hamilton

This is just the beginning! Other artists are being added.

Tickets can be purchased now from MUSIC AT NEWPORT.

201 West 46th Street, New York, N. Y. — Circle 5-6752

TICKET PRICES AXE: $3.50; $4.40; $5.50 (TAX INCL.)

Sen. Wayne L. Morse

Sen. Morse To Speak At Commencement

by S. Sen. Wayne L. Morse (D-Ore.), will be principal speaker at Suffolk University’s 1961 Commencement Exercises June 18 at the Statler-Hilton Hotel, President Dennis C. Halsey announced.

Sen. Morse will also represent the honorary Doctors of Juridical Science degree at the ceremonies.

Born at Madison, Wis., the law-teacher earned a Ph.B. degree from the University of Wisconsin, an LL.B. from the New York University, and an M.A. the following year; an LL.D. degree, cum laude, from the University of Minnesota in 1938, and from Columbia University in 1942. He also holds honorary degrees from the Catholic University of America, and other institutions of higher learning.

Sen. Morse served as dean of law at the University of Oregon Law School in 1941-45, beginning his service there as an assistant professor of law in 1937.

He has been a member of the U. S. Senate since 1945.

17 Attend Science Conference

Four faculty members and 13 students officially represented Suffolk University at the 15th Eastern Colleges Science Conference, hosted by Syracuse (N. Y.) University this year.

Four papers were also presented at the parley as Suffolk’s contribution this year. The original research conducted in the S. U. laboratory was directed by Prof. Robert S. Friedman and Russell Howland.

The papers were entitled “A Study of Cardiac Muscle and the Development of Intercalated Discs,” “Rearing of Germ-free Animals and a Study Involving the Syncretic Relations Between Certain Selected Bacteria,” “A Morphological and Biochemical Study of Cancer Cells as Grown in Mammary ‘In vitro’ Tissue-Cultures,” “A Study of Tonicity in the Influence of the Carcinogenic Agent 3-Methyl Cholantherene.”

Faculty members attending the conference were Dr. Friedman, Prof. Howard and J. Hudson Leftin, who accompanied the co-eds.

The students at the conference were George A. DiGioia, Martha A. Gerovi, Melvin J. Grossman, John Loweyer, Anthony L. Mazzola, David E. Nickerson, Barbara Kroll, Joel B. Shapiro, Beatrice S. Smith, Alan Wrigins, Robert W. York, Ralph H. Zannoni, and Kenneth Safford.

Student Gov’t Elects Officials

The Student Government of 1961-62 held its first meeting recently and elected officers for the next academic year.

Walter O’Brien, class of ’62, of Litchfield, was elected president to succeed Bruce T. Quick of Sudbury. William McCarthy of Rostford, class of ’62, was elected vice president to succeed Bruce T. Quick of Sudbury.

Jeanette to Study

At U. of Chicago

Mervell J. Jeanneto of Somerville, instructor in Government and Economics, has been chosen for study at the University of Chicago Graduate School of Business. Program for Trainers of Economists on Recent Developments is Applied Economics.

Supported by a grant from the General Electric Foundation, the program runs from August 7 through September.

Its purpose has been set as “to provide an opportunity for 40 faculty members of institutions of higher education which do not give doctorates in economics, to examine important recent developments in two major areas: the Monetary and Theory and Policy and the Measurement and Employment of Labor.

Mr. Jeanneto was one of 40 elected from a group of 232 applicants.

Phillips Coffee Shop 142 Bowdoin St.

Where the students eat! LUNCHEONS & SNACKS

OUTLINE

(Continued From Page 1)

“Where one publication will give a single page to a person as important as Stephen Crane, we included eight.”

Volume one of the set contains American Literature from its Colonial origins to the Civil War. Volume two brings the subject matter up to modern times. Both volumes contain bibliographies including the most important texts and studies of the subject.

“As, by the way,” added Dr. Vogel, “Dr. Murphy and I want to stress that an outline is a means to an end, not the end in itself.”

“We’d better get you see it in our Literature courses,” he chuckled.